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Hey, welcome to the Tower
‘’You look kinda lost! Where did you come from exactly? Oh.. Right. 
Hmmhm. So that means you want to become one of us! You don’t? 
Well, I think once you know what we are all about you will change 
your mind! We do have some space in the cellars still, the room might 
not be your ideal place of living, but it should do the trick for now I 
guess. Ah, whatever your rise to fame here in Cryptopolis might be or 
become, I am happy to see you join this starscraper of wealth and 
opportunity!

I believe in you, new Cryptopian. See you around! 

A true game for everyone
Cryptopolis is a crypto-driven, free-to-play social NFT game where fun 
and social connections take center stage. We’re bridging the gap bet-
ween Web2 and Web3 gaming by ensuring an easy entry for everyone.

In Cryptopolis, you create and care for your own customizable avatar, 
meeting their needs for happiness. Collect NFTs, make friends, trade, 
play mini-games, complete quests, and join community events to build 
a life of wealth, health, and fun for your digital companion.

Note: This whitepaper’s content is subject to change. Not all gameplay features are 
available at this writing, and some may evolve based on community feedback. 
Cryptopolis is in early access, and our roadmap may change. Any features not yet in 
the game shouldn’t be considered final.



Our Mission
A game that bridges the gap between Web2 and Web3

From the inception of Cryptopolis, our goal has been to create a social 
MMO that unites traditional social gamers with NFT and crypto enthu-
siasts from the Web3 community. We’ve made it possible for anyone to 
join the fun, even without prior crypto or NFT knowledge, by allowing 
easy account creation and native token purchase in our Tower. The 
future of crypto gaming lies in simplification and regulation, creating 
a safe space for fun, friendship, and income opportunities.

With Cryptopolis, we want to create our own metaverse. A place where 
all walks of life can meet, challenge, play, interact, and socialize.

Welcome to the future of gaming. Where the entertainment of traditi-
onal gaming is merged with the financial opportunities of crypto and 
NFT driven projects.



Story and Features of Cryptopolis
The story of Cryptopolis:

The Tower of Cryptopolis remains an enigmatic structure, its peak 
hidden from view, and its builder unknown. Some even suggest it 
might be an infinite Starscraper. Lower levels are veiled in thick fog, 
while higher ones enjoy sunlight.

Within the Tower, various districts unite around their beliefs about 
its origins, each facing unique challenges. But is there a top floor? 
In Cryptopolis, certainty is elusive, as inhabitants form groups with 
different views on the Tower’s history. Historically, these perspectives 
led to disputes, but lately, an uneasy truce prevails.

Your task is to uncover the Tower’s truth, relying on social currency and 
actual wealth. Can you ascend with smart choices and determination? 
What awaits on higher levels, and is there a definitive truth?

It’s time to discern reality in Cryptopolis. It’s your journey, Cryptopian. 
Forge connections and fortunes, all while unraveling the Tower’s 
mysteries.

We’ll share more about guilds and districts as development progresses.



Features in Cryptopolis:

In Cryptopolis, you can enjoy various activities to advance through the 
Tower. Key features include:

• Engage in multiplayer minigames with $CPO stakes.
• Complete quest lines for Prestige and in-game currency rewards.
• Trade your NFTs for $CPO, chips, or other NFTs with fellow players.
• Decorate your room with NFTs to meet your character’s needs.
• Establish a Tower business, catering to inhabitants and generating 

profits.
• Explore public spaces, forge new friendships, and embark on fresh 

quests.
• Earn in-game chips through various work opportunities.
• Elevate your Prestige rank for access to new quests, public spaces, 

and NFTs.
• Utilize in-game chips at The Machine in the Bookchain Library to 

acquire NFT rewards.

All these features intertwine with our character progression system 
(Prestige) and your Avatar’s Needs. Your Avatar’s actions are influenced 
by their mood, and fulfilling their needs, such as eating or resting, takes 
precedence before other tasks. NFTs play a crucial role in keeping your 
Character content and productive, helping you earn $CPO and in-
game chips.

Please note that not all features are in the Early Access version of the game and will 
be added over the coming months. To stay up to date with development and new 
patches, make sure you follow our social channels.



Character Needs
How your Character Needs influence your gameplay.

Everything in Cryptopolis begins and ends with your Character. Just 
like in real life, he or she has needs that have to be sustained to ensure 
you can do all the things you want to do in the Tower. Your Character 
has the following Needs:

What happens when my Character is unhappy?

Like in real life, when you feel down and out, you might not want to 
do certain things. Ever tried playing a match in 8-ball pool while you 
were hungry or sleepy? Or baking pizzas for money? That’s no fun! And 
your Character will let you know so. Once your Character is unhappy, 
they might decline to do certain actions. This could be working for 
in-game Chips, playing mini-games, or doing quests. It’s up to you to 
keep them happy with the use of your utility NFTs. 

Note: Some clothing items can increase the rate at which one of your Needs incre-
ases, and they might decrease the decay rate. It’s up to you to find out which ones 
and what they exactly do, so get to work, Cryptopian!



Prestige
How your Prestige level influences the world around you.

In the Tower, your Prestige is paramount. It reflects your social standing, 
wealth, skills, and overall status. As you climb higher, you’ll meet 
influential figures and discover new opportunities, like fresh mini-
games, public spaces, NFTs, and chances to earn $CPO.

How do I gain Prestige?

You can earn Prestige by completing quests, achievements, skill-based 
NFTs, and playing mini-games. Some clothing items can boost Prestige 
gain rates, and experimenting with combinations may reveal hidden 
utilities for faster level advancement.

Why is my Prestige important?

By gaining Prestige, you unlock new content in the game. The things 
you can unlock are the following:

• New public spaces where you can unlock additional quests, mini-
games, or ways to make in-game Chips.

• New interactions.
• Community events that are only accessible for certain Prestige 

levels.

During special events, certain public spaces might only be accessible 
for higher Prestige level players. This way, we can ensure our most loyal 
players are rewarded for their time and work in the Tower.



Skills
How your Skills help you progress through the Tower.

Once you start your journey in Cryptopolis, it’s time to create your 
Character, and you can set your starting skill set. In our Tower, your 
Character Skills matter!

Why are my Skills important?

In the Tower, access to activities is skill-dependent. To play specific 
mini-games or join tournaments, you must meet skill prerequisites, such 
as Logic for chess or Handiness level for the 8-ball pool tournament. 
Enhancing your Skills ensures your Character remains content for 
longer period.

Rarer skill-driven NFT items can raise your Skills to greater heights. 
Therefore, obtaining top-tier Room Items becomes crucial once you 
reach your Skill limits.

Certain Clothing NFTs are essential for using specific skill-driven NFTs. 
For instance, Fitness Skill requires tracksuits or sneakers, while a Tuxedo 
in the Token Night Club accelerates Charisma growth. Keep an eye 
out for the latest fashion, as some public spaces with skill-enhancing 
opportunities may require specific Clothing items.



Rooms
Create the palace or business of your dreams.

The most coveted asset in Cryptopolis is real estate. As new residents 
join the Tower daily, space becomes scarcer. Want to be a real estate 
tycoon? Here’s your opportunity!

Upon your first game entry, our Concierge will provide you with a free 
Starter Room, albeit a compact one. It allows you to embark on your 
Cryptopolis journey without spending a dime.

With each significant game update, we introduce new floor plans to 
our in-game economy. Our primary focus is to maintain a balance 
between available Rooms and the Tower’s monthly active users, 
ensuring that Rooms remain the most valuable asset in the Tower.

Room Rarity

In Cryptopolis, we have certain rarity levels for our rooms, and outside 
the game and on Trading screens, they are displayed in a card style. 
Please note that all Rooms are unique and can be identified by their 
unique serial number. This ensures that every Room is unique and truly 
yours. The rarity levels are:

Why is my Room important?

Your Room serves as a central hub in Cryptopolis. It’s where you store 
NFTs, relax, socialize, and enjoy home-based mini-games. Additionally, 
you can own multiple Rooms, with some potentially serving as personal
businesses!



Owning a business

If you’ve acquired valuable skill-driven NFTs, consider starting a gym 
in your Rare Room to offer Fitness Skill training or launch a restaurant 
to satisfy Hunger Needs. Your creativity sets the only limits, and you 
can advertise in our Room Navigation Directory to grow your business 
rapidly!

Some players have become real estate moguls in Cryptopolis by owning 
Rooms of various rarities. Finding the right players for bigger places is 
key, as living or starting a business in higher rarities is exceptionally 
rare.

Please note that moving into multiple Rooms is not currently possible but is a planned 
feature on our roadmap.

How do I get a bigger Room?

You can obtain higher rarity Rooms in multiple ways: through our 
Opensea IRO, trading with other players, or winning them in future in-
game competitions. There’s even a slim chance of getting a Room from 
the Bookchain Library’s Machine! 

Importantly, Rooms are accessible to all, not restricted by Skill or Prestige levels.



Room Items
How Room Item NFTs Enhance Your Tower Journey.

Your Room’s functionality depends on Room Item NFTs. Each Room Item 
is a unique NFT with specific utilities. They help maintain your Character’s 
happiness and extend their activity duration. Rarer Room Items offer longer-
lasting benefits, providing a reason to aim for fortune through trading.
In the Trading screen outside the game, Room Items are represented in a 
card style, each with a unique serial number, ensuring genuine ownership.

New and unique Room Items are regularly introduced in significant game 
updates, some with hidden abilities and buffs.

Room Item Rarities:

Clothing
Get ready, Cryptopians! It’s time to party and express your personality through 
your fashion choices in Cryptopolis. Clothing, like Furniture and Rooms, comes 
in various rarity levels. Some items might have hidden utilities, but in general, 
they’re here to make your character look cool. Trade with others to get that 
desired item or use the Machine in the Bookchain library to try and snag 
some Rare jeans. You could even start your own Clothing store with your 
collection. The possibilities are endless – show the Tower your fashionista 
side!

Clothing Rarities:



Minigames
A significant way to ascend the Tower and amass more $CPO is by playing 
games in Cryptopolis. Our residents thrive on challenges, and what’s a bigger 
challenge than staking your hard-earned $CPO to win more?

Cryptopolis Minigames.

In the Tower, you’ll discover various minigames that can boost your $CPO 
stash. Most of these games are turn-based to minimize issues like ping abuse. 
When real-time minigames are introduced, we’ll ensure that players close to 
each other in the real world are grouped together. Some minigames are 
winner-takes-all multiplayer, while others are score attack challenges where 
you aim to beat the top high score and win $CPO.

Upcoming Cryptopolis Minigames:

• Chess
• Pool
• Red light green light
• And more!

Note: More minigames will be added, so stay in touch on our socials and be 
up to date!



Trading
Trading is a primary way to get Room Items, Rooms, or Clothing items 
in the Cryptopolis Tower. Many residents here may have what you’re 
after!

To trade, simply click on another player’s Character and hit the trade 
button if they have something you want. You’ll spot a listing icon next 
to their name if they have items for sale. Our Tower doesn’t have a 
centralized marketplace, encouraging players to create themed Rooms 
(Clothing store, Cooking store, Gym equipment store) and search for 
sellers while exploring.

Why Trading is important

In the Tower, trading is the most effective way to get better Items. You 
can trade NFT Items for $CPO and in-game Chips or barter with your 
own Items. While boosterpacks and the Library Machine offer random 
NFT Items, Trading is the only way to target the specific Item you want. 
Explore the Tower, inquire with other players, visit upcoming player-run 
businesses, or even consider starting your own store. Trade your way to 
success, and we’ll see you at higher levels soon!



$CPO
Where there’s $CPO there are opportunities. $CPO is our native currency, used 
for various purposes:

• Play minigames: Wager $CPO against other players for a chance to win 
more.

• Trading: Buy and sell Items with other players using $CPO.
• Rent Items: Pay other players to use their Items, or earn passive income 

by renting out your own.
• Buy boosterpacks: These packs contain five random Items from a collection, 

with higher rarity packs increasing your chances of finding rare Items. You 
can sell them or use them to advance in the Tower.

Chips
The in-game currency that keeps you engaged and well-fed!
Besides our native crypto currency $CPO, we have Chips. You can earn them 
by working in public spaces, completing quests, or choosing them as payment 
when trading items. Here’s how you can use Chips:

• The Machine: Feed Chips to the Ancient Machine in the Bookchain Library 
for a chance to receive a random NFT, which you can use or sell to other 
players.

• Consumables: Visit the Restaurant and use Chips to buy high-quality food 
and drinks to keep your Character satisfied and progressing.

• Trading: If you have plenty of $CPO but need Chips to meet your Character’s 
Needs, you can request Chips instead of $CPO during trades. 

Note: Not all features are inside the game yet. We’ll continue adding more 
uses for Chips during development, so stay tuned for updates!



Tokenomics
The total supply of $CPO is 1.5 billion tokens.
Our $CPO token has been launched on the 18th of October 2021 with 
our incubator. 

Our public price was launched at $0.01 USD.

NOTE: All of our presale tokens are 100% unlocked. No new 
tokens will come in circulation.

Seed Round: 
Private: 
Public: 
Team: 

Advisors: 
Liquidity: 

Game ecosystem: 
Treasury: 

Marketing: 

(5%) 1 week cliff, 12 months linear vesting
(8%) Round: 1 week cliff, 10 months linear vesting
(4%) Round: 10% TGE, 1 month cliff, 6 months linear vesting
(15%) - Locked for 6 months, 2 years vested
(5%) - Locked for 6 months, 12 months vested
(1%) - 50% unlocked at TGE.
(42%) 1 year vesting
(10%) 1 year vesting 
(10%) - 10 months vested
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8%
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15%
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5%
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10%
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